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Abstract
of
FKM-AN ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION OF FOB KEY APPROVAL PROCESS
USING DIGITAL SIGNATURES

by
Deepika Singh Nerver
FKM - “Fob Key Manager” is a web application for managing the Fob Key requestapproval process using digital signatures. Fob Key Manager will enable applicants to
submit their request for Fob Key by logging into the FKM system and submitting an
online form.
The request-approval will be processed across the three departments – department office,
dean’s office and facilities office using digital signatures. Each office staff is able to see
the requests by logging into the FKM system. The staff can verify signatures andapprove or reject requests based on the applicant’s eligibility. The applicant can check the
status of the approval by logging into his account from time to time. The applicant also
gets email alerts about the status of the application. Upon approval by the three
departments the applicant can collect the Fob Key from facilities office.
The system ensures security features such as authentication, data integrity, nonrepudiation and trust. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) is implemented to control the
information the user sees and also ensure that an authorized person is approving the
requests.
iv

The application is implemented using C#(.Net framework) ADO.Net and ASP.Net. The
database used to store the applications is Microsoft Sql Server 2012. The server will be
replicated to ensure availability and reliability. The FKM system is intended to be
extended and used by facilities management at Sacramento State University. However,
with little modification it can be used in other appropriate environments.

_______________________, Committee Chair
Isaac Ghansah, Ph.D.

_______________________
Date
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Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Every organization has valuable assets such as people, property, information or
reputation. These assets can be vulnerable and need to be protected. Vulnerability is a
flaw or weakness in the way a system is designed, implemented, managed or operated
that makes the system susceptible to threats. With vulnerabilies come risks and with risks
arise the need for security mechanisms. Risk is the probability that a particular threat will
misuse a particular vulnerability and cause harm to the organization. To be more specific
risk is an anticipation of loss which is the probability that a particular threat will exploit a
particular vulnerability with a particular harmful result. It is calculated as Risk= Threat x
Harm. Threat is a danger to the organization’s security. Threats include bombings,
weapons usage, thefts and defilement of organizations reputation. Therefore, security
mechanisms are deployed to detect, prevent or recover from an attack. They are used to
keep the oraganisation safe from terrorists, criminals and other factors that cause harm to
organization’s assets. Security mechanisms include acesss control, user authentication,
accountability, risk assessment, contingency planning, awareness, training etc.
One such security mechanism used by California state university, Sacramento is an
electronic access control (EAC) system. It is used to control the access to the buildings
and the labs during and after the working hours of the university. The software called
“velocity” is used to manage the EAC system. Electronic Access Control Systems
employ: a computer software, credentials (stored in a Fob Key and unique to user),
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credential reader (device like card/fob reader), and door lock to control access
electronically. [3]
Fob Key also called Key Fob is an electronic key that students or staff use to get access to
the electronically locked buildings or labs in the university. A Fob Key is a small
hardware device programmed to authenticate the user. Unlike password protected
mechanism where it is difficult to know if the password has been stolen a Fob Key is a
physical object that makes it easy for the owner to know if it has been stolen.“Key fob is
a word used to describe a key chain and several other similar items and devices. The
word Fob is believed to have originated from watch fobs, which existed as early as 1888.
The Fob refers to an ornament attached to a pocket-watch chain. Key chains, car starters,
garage door openers, and keyless entry devices on hotel room doors are also called
Fobs.”[14]
Credential readers are devices like a card reader or keypad that sends code to the
computer where it is matched with the database. If a match is found, the user is
authenticated and the door is unlocked for the user. If there is no match the door remains
locked. An entry is also made into the log record about the access and also the attempt to
enter into the building. These records are audited regularly for any suspicious activities.
The access control system is based on ‘who’ has access to ‘where’ and ‘when’. If a user
loses his/her fob, the fob is voided in the database and a new fob is issued. [3] The card
readers and the card/fob communicate through radio frequency identification (RFID).
RFID is small chip in size of a rice grain integrated inside the card or fob. It is a wireless
non contact use of radio frequency electromagnetic fields to transfer data for
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automatically identifying the objects. The Fobs hold the electronically stored information
and are powered by and read at short ranges via magnetic fields. Other power sources
include batteries, which can be operated from a distance of 100 meters. These are used in
car locks, identifying pets, door locks, books, mobile phones etc. RFID is associated with
the particular user it is assigned to. The database stores the RFID value against the user
information like user name, sac state ID, his/her picture, department etc.[5] Figure 1
below shows the components employed in an electronic access system.

Figure 1. Electronic access system [20]
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Access control policies are defined to restrict who needs access to where and when. A
student, staff or contractor gets access to different buildings, rooms, labs, or warehouse
through the Fob Key. In order to get the Fob the applicants need to apply for it and get
permission from higher officials or staff authorised to grant permissions. Based on their
eligibility the permission is granted to the applicants. The existing procedure to apply for
a Fob involves paperwork with the following steps: First, the applicant has to visit the
Engineering and Computer Science department web page fill in two forms, print it and
sign it. Then, he/she takes the forms to the department office and submits the form for
approval from the department. He/she then has to wait for at least two days for approval
from the department. When the form is approved he/she collects the form from the
department and submits it to the dean’s office for signatures from the authorized person.
After approval from the dean's office, he/she takes the key request form to facilities
where he/she shows his/her Sacramento State one card, has a picture taken and collects
the Fob Key. This process involves a lot of manual work and too much of run around
time for the applicant. The scope of the project is to build an electronic version of this
manual process. Automating these processes enables them to replace their cumbersome
and expensive paper-based approval processes with fast, low-cost and fully digital ones.
With so much security provided at the physical level by the EAC systems the need for
building an application that approves Fob Key requests while being secure and reliable is
the biggest challenge. The application needs to ensure that the right staff gives approvals
to the right people for the Fob Key. This can be achieved by using digital signatures.
Digital signature is an electronic version of signing analogous to the traditional paper
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based signing. A digital signature creates an electronic fingerprint that is tied to the
entity. Digital signature is often mistaken for electronic signatures which is a digitized
image of a handwritten signature. An electronic signature lacks the security and integrity
that is provided by digital signatures. Digital signatures use cryptographic operations to
generate a fingerprint unique to both signer and the content thus ensuring integrity and
non-repudiation. Since it is based on mathematical scheme these can be validated by
anyone. It is a widely accepted standard and is being used by millions of people across
the world in commercial and government organizations. The reason for the popularity
being - automating signature dependent processes, going green (paperless), transperancy
(by ensuring accountability that is once digitally signed cannot be altered), based on
international standards and available since 1976 remained highly secure and inpenetrable
to hacking. Digital signature has been widely adopted in the field of administration,
engineering, healthcare, human resources, judicial systems etc. It is used by legal
deparments of governmental organizations that draft and review huge amount of
documents such as contracts, agreements and memos. Attorneys, investigators and staff
in the legal departments use digital signatures to streamline a range of processes
especially contracts and agreements that are hosted to allow external parties to review
and sign which are controlled internally. In court systems digital signatures are applied
for better case management and faster document processing. Court cases are filed
electronically allowing the case to start and stay electronic eliminating the need for paper
based processing and scanning. Digital signatures are used to steamline administrative
processes such as financial, payroll, records and taxation, human resources payment
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process to reduce time it takes to process from weeks to a couple of days. Digital
signatures are used in life sciences to improve quality of service by saving time and costs,
for signing research and patents, signing documented lab procedures and analytic reports,
signing field service report, signing monitoring trip reports, signatures for doctor’s
prescription and patient’s signature among many others.[8]

1.2 Goal
The goal of this project is to develop an application, that will replace the manual requestapproval process for Fob Key by keeping the procedure as close as possible to the manual
process and yet not increasing any workload on the users of the application. In other
words the aim is to achieve usability by preserving security and reliability of the
application. The security goals achieved in this project are authentication, integrity, nonrepudiation which are explained in chapter two.

Chapter two discusses various Cryptographic algorithms used in this project. Chapter 3
explains the project design, the users of FKM and the various modules of the FKM
application. Chapter four discusses the implementation details of the project, gives an
overview of programming language(C#) used and also makes a comparison with Java.
Chapter 5 provides a user guide for the system and chapter 6 discusses the conclusion and
future extensions to the project. At the end, resources used in researching and developing
the application are listed.
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Chapter 2
2. CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS

Cryptographic tools are used to provide secure communication of data or messages
between two parties. It provides security features like privacy, confidentiality, nonrepudiation and authentication among many others. Cryptographic tools transform an
original message called plain text to cipher text a process called as encryption. The
receiver uses cryptographic tools to convert the cipher text back to plain text a process
called decryption. This process is done using cryptographic keys. The keys are managed
such that only sender and receiver know the data being communicated. A third party
cannot comprehend the data being communicated. There are two types of cryptosystems symmetric (secret) key and assymetric (public key). In symmetric key distribution a
secret key is shared between two parties and is used for both encryption and decryption.
Asymmetric key distribution uses a public-private key pair such that for a given public
key there is a unique private key that can be used to decrypt the message. The
cryptographic tools used to achieve the project security goals are explained below.
2.1 Symmetric Cryptography
Symmetric key encryption also referred as secret key or single key encryption is used for
secret communication between two parties. It ensures confidentiality and assures secure
communication of messages. A secret key scheme involves the following procedure as
shown in the figure 2.1. A plain text or message that needs to be transmitted by sender is
fed as input into the algorithm such as AES or DES. The encryption algorithm uses a
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secret key to perform substitutions and transformations on the plain text converting it into
a jumbled text called cipher text. For a given message two different keys will produce
different cipher texts. The receiver uses decryption algorithm (encryption algorithm is run
in reverse) which uses the secret key to convert cipher text back to plain text. [2]

Secret key Ks

Plain Text/
Message, m

Encryption
Algorithm

Ks
Ks (m)

Ks ((Ks (m)))

Decryption
Algoritm

Plain Text/
Message, m

Figure 2.1. Symmetric Key Cryptography
A strong symmetric encryption should be such that an opponent should not be able to
decrypt ciphertext or determine the key even if in possession of a number of ciphertexts
along with the plaintext that produced each ciphertext. Sender and receiver must possess
copies of the secret key in secure manner and must keep the key a secret because if the
key is discovered and algorithm used is known all the communication based on the key
becomes readable to a third party.[2]
Symmetric key algorithms are of two types – Block cipher and stream cipher. A block
cipher processes the input one block of elements at a time, producing an output block for
each input block while a stream cipher processes the input elements continuously,
producing output one element at a time, as it goes along.[2]
Block ciphers are more common than stream ciphers because they are more secure. For
that reason block ciphers are used in this project. Keys can be reused in block cipher. A
block cipher inputs a plaintext in fixed size blocks and produces an output of ciphertext
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of equal block size for each input. For longer plaintext the algorithm processes amounts
as a series of fixed-size blocks. DES was the first symmetric key algorithm that was
introduced. However, DES is not recommended to be used as it is found to be weak. This
lead to the introduction of the triple DES, and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
[2] The figure 2.2 below shows a comparision of the 3 encryption standards.

Figure 2.2. Comparision of different Symmetric Encryption Algorithms [2]
DES takes a plaintext block of 64 bits and a key of 56 bits, to produce a ciphertext block
of 64 bits. DES had strength concerns because of use of 56 bit key and in 1998 EEF(
Electronic Frontier Foundation) announced that it had broken DES encryption after
which triple DES was introduced. Triple DES is extended version of DES which involves
repeating the basic DES algorithm three times, using either two or three unique keys, for
a key size of 112 or 168 bits. Triple DES key length overcomes the vulnerability to bruteforce attack of DES. However, the algorithm was found to be slow and not practical for

long term use which is why NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
called for proposals for new AES in 1997. The requirement was to have a symmetric
block cipher with a block length of 128 bits and support key lengths of 128,192 and 256
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bits. The evaluation criteria included security, computational efficiency, memory
requirements, hardware and software suitability, and flexibility. In November 2001,
NIST chose Rijndael as the AES algorithm among fifteen proposed algorithms. Brute
force decryption taking 1 sec on DES, takes 149 trillion years for AES. [2]
AES(Rijndael) is used in this project for asymmetric key encryption.
2.2 Asymmetric Cryptography
Asymmetric Cryptography also called as public key cryptography can be used for key
distribution, digital signature, confidentiality and authentication. In this project
asymmetric cryptography is used for message authentication. Proposed by Diffie and
Hellman in 1976, public key algorithms are based on mathematical functions as opposed
to simple operations on bit patterns used in symmetric key algorithms. Moreover,
asymmetric cryptography uses two seperate keys (one for encypting and other for
decrypting) instead of a shared single key as used in symmetric cryptography. [2]
Every user has a key pair called public-private key pair. The public key is the encryption
key and is known to all. The private key is the decryption key and is known only to the
user. The private key has to be kept a secret for secure communication. A message or
plain text is fed as an input into a public key algorithm such as RSA (Ronald Rivest, Adi
Shamir,

Len

Adleman).

The

algorithm

performs

encryption

by

performing

transformations on the plain text using the public key to produce a cipher text. The
decryption algorithm accepts the cipher text as input and uses the private key to recover
the plain text.[2]
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The figure 2.3 below explains secure communication using public key cryptography.
B’s public key
+
KB

Plain Text/
Message,
m

Encryption
Algorithm

B’s private key
KB
Ciphertext
+
KB (m)

Decryption
Algorithm

-

+

KB (KB (m))

Plain Text/
Message, m

Reciever
B

Sender
A
Figure 2.3 Asymmetric Key Cryptography

RSA is a public key algorithm used for secure data transmission. Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir
and Leonard Adleman described the algorithm in 1977. For key generation the following
sequence of steps are involved:
1. Two large prime numbers p and q are chosen.
2. Compute n = pq, z = (p-1)(q-1).
3. Choose e (with e<n) that has no common factors with z (e, z are “relatively
prime”).
4. Choose d such that ed-1 is exactly divisible by z. (In other words: ed mod z=1 ).
5. Public key is (n,e) and private key is (n,d).
For encryption and decryption,
1. To encrypt message m (<n), compute c = me mod n.
2. To decrypt received bit pattern, c, compute m = cd mod n.
3. m = (me mod n)d mod n.

The mathematical proof behind RSA is explained below
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cd mod n = (me mod n)d mod n
= med mod n
= m (ed mod z) mod n
= m1 mod n
=m
An important property of RSA is that KB-(KB+(m)) = m = KB+( KB-(m)) i.e regardless of
whether you use public key first and the private key next or viceversa the result is the
same. This property is proved by modular arithmetic as shown below(me mod n)d mod n = med mod n
= mde mod n
= (md mod n)e mod n [10]
However, RSA is found to be computationally expensive and slower than AES which is
why this algorithm is used for the initial key exchange i.e two parties that want to
communicate securly use RSA to exchange a symmetric key KS. Once both have KS, they
use symmetric key cryptography.
RSA is also used in digital signatures to authenticate the users. RSA along with hash
function not only ensures authentication but also data integrity.
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2.3 Hash Functions
While encryption protects message from passive attack like eavesdropping, a hash
function protects message from active attacks like falsification of data. Hash functions
are used for message authentication that is to ensure message hasn’t been altered before
reaching the destination. Secure hash function also called one way hash is useful for
aunthentication and digital signatures. [2]
A hash function produces a finger print of a message. A hash function should have the
following properties:
i.

A hash function H can be applied to an input block of data of any size to produce
a fixed length output called message digest or fingerprint.

ii.

For a given x, it is relatively easy to compute H(x), making hardware and
software computations practical.

iii.

Given message digest x, it is computationally infeasible to find m such that x =
H(m). A hash function with this property is referred to as one-way or preimage
resistant.

iv.

For any given block x it is computationally infeasible to find y, x with H(y), H(x).

v.

It is computationally infeasible to find any pair (x, y) such that H(x) = H(y). [10]

To achieve message authentication the first three properties are required for practical
applicaton of hash function. Third property is essential if the authentication technique
involves the use of a secret value. It is easy to generate a code given a message, but
virtually impossible to generate a message given a code. The secret value itself is not
sent. However, if the hash function is not one way, an attacker can easily discover the
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secret value if the attacker can observe or intercept a transmission. The attacker obtains
the message M and the hash code MDM= H(SAB || M). The attacker then inverses the hash
function to get SAB || M = H-1(MDM). Now that the attacker possesses both M and SAB ||
M, it is a minor task to obtain SAB. The fourth property assures that it is impossible to
find an alternative message with the same hash value as a given message. This prevents
forgery when an encrypted hash code is used. If this property were not applied, then an
attacker would be able to: First, observe or intercept a message plus its encrypted hash
code; second, generate an unencrypted hash code from the message; third, generate an
alternate message with the same hash code. A hash function that satisfies the first four
properties in the preceding list is referred to as a weak hash function. However, if the
fifth property is also satisfied, then it is referred to as a strong hash function. A strong
hash function protects against an attack in which one party generates a message for
another party to sign. [10]
Secure hash function not only provides authentication but also provides data integrity. It
performs the same function as a frame check sequence. If any bits in the message are
accidentally altered in transit, the message digest will be in error. Hash functions can also
be used for secure passwords where the hash of the passwords can be stored in the
operating system rather than storing the actual password. This way even if the attacker
gains access to the password file there is no danger or threat. The way hash passwords
work is when a user enters the password the hash of the password is verified against the
stored hash value. [2]
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Secure hash algorithm (SHA) is the most widely used hash algorithm. SHA was
developed by NIST published as federal information processing standard (FIPS 180) in
1993. Later a weakness was discovered in SHA which led to the introduction of a revised
version called SHA-1 in 1995 which produces a 160 bit hash value. In 2002, three new
versions of SHA were introduced with hash value lengths of 256, 384, 512 called SHA256, SHA-384, and SHA-512 respectively. These new versions have the same underlying
structure and use the same types of modular arithmetic and logical binary operations as
SHA-1. [10]
In this project SHA-1 is used for hashing.
2.4 Digital Signature
Digital signature is based on the public key infrastructure and is an electronic version of
signing analogous to the traditional paper based signing. Digital signatures ensure source
integrity (also called authentication) and data integrity. They are verifiable and non
forgeable. Sender digitally signs document, establishing he is document owner/creator.
Recipient can prove to someone that sender, and no one else (including reciever), must
have signed document. If the sender say A wants to prove to the receiver say B that he
/she is is sending the message then A signs the message by encrypting it with his/her
private key KA- creating a signed message KA-(m). When B receives the message along
with signature m, KA-(m), B verifies m signed by A by applying A’s public key KA+ to
KA-(m) then checks KA+( KA-(m)) = m. If true then digital signature is verified. Thus B
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verifies that A signed the message and can prove that A signed it (using m and KA-(m)) ,
in case A denies it in future(non repudiation). [10]
However, this method only ensures authentication of the user. Moreover signing a big
message can be expensive. To accommodate this issue hash function can be used with
digital signature. Sender ‘A’ uses a secure hash function, like SHA-1, to generate a hash
value for the message and then encrypts the hash value with his/her private key, creating
a digital signature. When B receives the message plus signature, B calculates a hash value
for the message and then decrypts the signature using A’s public key and finally
compares the calculated hash value to the decrypted hash value. If a match is found then
signature is verified i.e B is assured that A signed it and that no alteration has been done
to the message hence authenticating the message in terms of source and data integrity. [2]
The figure 2.4 below shows the process mentioned above-
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Figure 2.4. Generating and Verifying a Digital Signature [10]
Digital signature and hash function solve authentication and data integrity. But the data
that is being communicated is not a secret i.e it is not safe from eavesdropping. Digital
signature does not provide confidentiality. Asymetric key can be used to encrypt the data
being sent but this is too expensive. Hence, a combination of symmetric and asymmetic
keys are used for secret communication. Asymmetric key is used for digital signature and
to encrypt the secret key with reciever’s public key so that only receiver is able to decrypt
it with his/her private key to attain the secret key which is used for secret communication
and symmetric key is used to decrypt the secret data. [2] In this process: a hash function
is used to ensure that the message is kept unaltered (message integrity), a digital signature
is used to authenticate the user and symmetric encryption is used for communicating
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confidential message. Sender A wants to provide secrecy, sender authentication, message
integrity while sending a message to receiver B. To achieve that the following steps are
involved for encryption and signing at senders end
1. First, a one time symmetric key is generated.
2. Next, a hash of the message is generated and this is encrypted with the private key
of the sender A, creating a digital signature. The name of the hashing algorithm
used and the public key of the issuer are appended to the signature. This allows
anyone to decrypt and verify the signature using the issuer’s public-key and
hashing algorithm.
3. The message along with the signature is encrypted with the symmetric key
generated. The same symmetric key will be used by the recipient to decrypt the
message which means the symmetric key should be given to the recipient and
hidden from everybody else. The next step explains how this can be done.
4. The symmetric key is encrypted with the recipient’s public key. Since symmetric
key is small in size when compared to a message the performance and cost issue
with using asymmetric key is diminutive and hence can be ignored.
5. This whose message generated from steps 1 through 4 is sent to recipient. [1]

The following steps explain decryption and signature verification at receiver’s end:
1. The symmetric key is decrypted with B’s private key to obtain the symmetric key
which is needed to encrypt the actual message. Only B can decrypt the symmetric
key and use it to decrypt the message.
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2. The message is decrypted with the symmetric key.
3. Last step is to evaluate the hash value and the signature. Since the hash value is
encrypted with A’s private key, to obtain the hash value it needs to be decrypted
with A’s public key. Now to evaluate the hash, since hashing is a one-way process
i.e. the message cannot be derived from the hash itself, the recipient must reevaluate the hash using the exact same hashing algorithm the issuer used. Both the
hash values are compared and if a match is found then signature is verified and it
is determined that the message was not altered. If it does not match then it is
assumed that the message has not been signed by the issuer or the message has
been altered in which case the message should be rejected.[1]
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Chapter 3
3. FKM APPLICATION DESIGN
The proposed system is designed to let the users of the system perform their tasks
electronically. For real-time use of the project by facilities services department at
Sacramento state, the “Fob Key manager” application should be deployed on a server.
The users can connect to the server from the browsers if the IP address is known. A sql
server database is needed to store the applications.
3.1 Users of FKM and their Roles
Applicant: An applicant is either a student or staff at Sacramento state. The applicant
applies for a Fob Key to get access to the locked labs, rooms and buildings in the
university. Figure 3.1 below shows the responsibilities of an applicant role.

Figure 3.1 Usecase Diagram for Applicant
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Department Staff: The department staff is the employee working at the department office
who approves/rejects the application based on the applicant’s eligibility to access the lab
or room. Figure 3.2 below shows the responsibilities of a department staff role.

Figure 3.2 Usecase Diagram for Department User
Dean’s Staff: The dean’s staff is the employee working at the dean’s office who
approves/rejects the application based on the applicant’s eligibility to access the lab or
room. Figure 3.3 below shows the responsibilities of a dean staff role.
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Figure 3.3 Usecase Diagram for Dean User
Facilities Staff: The facilities staff is an employee working at the facilities office who
approves/rejects the application based on the applicant’s eligibility and also assigns a Fob
Key holding the access to requested lab, building or room after getting approval from
department and dean staff. Figure 3.4 below shows the responsibilities of a facilities staff
role.
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Figure 3.4 Usecase Diagram for Facilities User

3.2 Features of FKM
The application is designed in a way to accommodate following features most of which
are implemented while the others are explained. Whereas this section explains the
features, the implementation details are explained in next chapter.
1. Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
Access is the ability of a user to perform tasks such as modification, creation and
deletion of files or information. RBAC is a method of directing a user to access a
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resource based on the role the user is assigned. Roles are defined based on the job
responsibilities and authority of the user in an organization. “RBAC controls
access based on the roles that the users have within the system and on rules
stating what accesses are allowed to users in given roles.” [2] Through RBAC,
roles can be easily created, changed, or revoked as the needs of the organization
evolve or change, without having to individually update the privileges for every
user. The roles defined for this system are applicant role, department role, dean
role and facilities role. RBAC is achieved through database.The details of how it
can be done are explained in the implementation section.
2. Authentication
Authentication is a method of identifying whether someone or something is who
or what they claim to be. Two kinds of authentication are achieved in this project.
User authentication is done using logon user ID’s and passwords and message
authentication is done using digital signatures. Message authentication is a proof
that the applicant has made the request and that the authorized staff has approved
the request. Digital Signature is a method of verifying that the authorized user and
nobody else have made request/approval.
3. Non-Repudiation
Non-Repudiation is the ability to ensure that a party or user cannot deny the
authenticity of their signature on their sent message. [11] In this project non
repudiation feature is needed to ensure that the user does not deny having made a
request or approval. Non repudiation is achieved through digital signatures where
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every user’s request or approval activity is associated with a unique digital
signature. This is done through C# coding.
4. Integrity
Integrity is the assurance of getting data in its true original form. It ensures no
tampering or modifications are done to the message during transmission. In this
project integrity feature is achieved through digital signature through the use of
hash functions. After a message is digitally signed any changes made to it will
invalidate the signature thus ensuring integrity. Moreover, it is impossible to
create a new message with the same user’s signature as the signature can only be
generated by the user to whom it belongs as only he/she knows the private key
value of the signature.
5. Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the act of keeping things a secret. In security confidentiality
refers to limiting information access to authorized users. Confidentiality in this
project is achieved through symmetric key encryption. The user passwords,
security answers and Sacramento state identity number among are kept
confidential in the database as well as transmitted across the network in encrypted
form. This is done through coding in c# by importing the necessary security
namespaces.
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6. Trust
Trust is achieved through key management. The encryption key, public and
private keys are not hard-coded anywhere in the the code which makes the FKM
system highly secure and ensures trust. The keys are randomly generated by the
server and cannot be accessed by anybody. The public and private keys are saved
in the database in encrypted form achieving trust.
7. Availability and Reliability
Availability is when a lot of users are trying to access the application it should not
crash the application. The server can be prevented from crashing by having
session timeouts for every user. FKM automatically logs out the user after twenty
minutes making sure a particular user does not hold the server’s resources for a
long time thus making it available to other users. Another way of making the
server reliable and available is by replicating and mirroring the server. Server
replication is having a backup server that takes over when the principle server
fails ensuring reliability. The implementation section describes how this can be
achieved.
8. Reusabilty
The language C# used to write the code provides reusability of code though
namespaces. The code is built with N tier architecture which makes the code
reusable, allows extending its features to another project and allows adding more
modules to the project without affecting the other modules.
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9. Maintainability:
The N tier architecture makes it easy to find errors and fix them. Any changes
made to one module will not affect others as the modules are designed
independently of each other.
10. Least privilege:
This is a security feature which ensures that a user is given minimum access
control to the resources that is just enough to get the work done. This feature
limits any damage that may be caused to the data by accidental or unauthorized
act. This feature provides security based on function and not identity of the user.
This is done so user doesn’t mess up the system unknowingly. The users of the
FKM system only have access to the data that is needed to get the approvals done.
None of the users have access to view records in the database. Only the database
admin has the privilege to access the records in database. The admin/facilities
user has the ability to add users to a role but not delete them. This is done to avoid
accidental deletion of any user or role from the system. In case deletion is
required like in case of employee leaving the job he can be deleted from database
by the database administrator. The queries to perform deletion are given in the
user guide section for the database admin/programmer.
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3.3 Modules of FKM
As shown in the figure 3.5 below, FKM consists of the clients (users), a server and a
database.
The users connect to the server using their web browsers.

Figure 3.5 Deployment Diagram for FKM
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3.2.1 Applicant Security design
The following sequence of steps describes the security design of the applicant module:

i.

Every applicant has to register with the FKM before applying for the Fob Key.
When the applicant registers a public-private key pair is generated by the server
associating it with that particular user ID. The registration information (user ID,
password, security answer) along with the public-private key pair is stored in the
database.

ii.

A hash of applicant’s password is used to generate the applicant secret key
(shared between applicant and department). The secret key is used to encrypt the
data (sac ID) sent by applicant.

iii.

A combination of symmetric and asymmetric keys is used for encryption. Once
applicant logs in, fills the form and submits it, a hash of the message is generated
and the hash is signed with the private key of the student (digital signature). This
signed hash along with the message (sac ID) is encrypted with a secret key.

iv.

The public key of the department is known to applicant. The secret key is
encrypted with the public key of the receiver (department office) and this along
with the message from step ii is sent to the department.

v.

The public key of student is sent as a part of the message to help verify the digital
signature. Figure 3.6 below gives a better understanding of the design mentioned
above for the applicant.
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Figure 3.6 Encryption by applicant

3.2.2 Department Security Design
The following sequence of steps describes the security design of the department module:
i.

Just like the applicant, the department module has a unique public private key pair
associated with the department user ID, generated by the server and stored in
database.

ii.

A hash of department password is used as the department secret key (shared
between department and dean). The secret key is used to encrypt the data (sac ID)
and send to dean.
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iii.

The department staff is able to access the applicant’s requests when he/she logs
into the application. The message is decrypted by using department private key to
acquire the applicant secret key. Now this secret key is used to decrypt the
message (sac ID).

iv.

Next, the digital signature is verified by using the public key of the applicant and
a hash of message is generated to match the hash values to ensure no tampering
occured.

v.

Now the department checks the request and based on eligibility of applicant
approves it or rejects it. When he/she rejects the application it is updated in the
status of the applicant with the reason for rejection.When he/she approves the
message is sent out to the dean.

vi.

The process to send to dean is similar to applicant encryption. A hash of the
message is generated and the hash is encrypted with private key of department.
The message is encrypted with the secret key which is hash of department
password. Now the key is encrypted with dean’s public key and this whole
message is submitted to dean.
Figures 3.7, 3.8 below show the decryption and encryption process that happens at
department.
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Figure 3.7 Decryption of applicant data by department

Figure 3.8. Encryption by department to send to dean
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3.2.3 Dean Security Design
The following sequence of steps describes the security design of the dean module:
i.

Similar to department design, the dean official logs into the application by using
his login credentials. Here, hash of dean’s password is used as the secret key
(shared between dean and facilities).

ii.

The dean staff is able to access the requests when he/she logs into the application.

iii.

The message from department is decrypted by using dean private key to get the
secret key. Now this secret key is used to decryt the message.

vii.

Next, the digital signature is verified by using the public key of the department
and a hash of message is generated to match the hash values.

viii.

Now the dean checks the request and based on eligibility of applicant approves it
or else rejects it. When he/she rejects the application it is updated in the status of
the applicant with the reason for rejection.

ix.

When he/she approves, the request is sent out to the facilities. The process to send
to facilities is similar to department encryption. A hash of the message is
generated and the hash is encrypted with private key of dean. The message is
encrypted with the secret key which is hash of the dean password. Now the key is
encrypted with facilities public key and this whole message is submitted to
facilities.

Figures 3.9, 3.10 below show the decryption and encryption process that happens at
dean.
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Figure 3.9 Decryption by dean

Figure 3.10 Encryption by dean to send to facilities
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3.2.4 Facilities Security Design
The following sequence of steps describes the security design of the facilities module:
i.

Similar to dean design, facilities official logs into the application by using his/her
login credentials. The public key to dean is known to facilities for signature
verification purpose.

ii.

The facilities staff is able to access the request when he/she logs into the application.

iii.

The request is decrypted by using facilities private key to acquire the secret key.
Now, this secret key is used to decryt the message.

iv.

Next the digital signature is verified by using the public key of the dean and a hash of
message is generated to match the hash values. (to ensure no tampering).

v.

Now the facilities staff approves or rejects the request and this is updated in the
applicant’s status. Figure 3.11, below shows the decryption process that happens at
facilities.
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Figure 3.11 Decryption by Facilities
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Chapter 4
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The project is implemented in C#. C# (like java) is an object oriented programing
language and a part of the Microsoft .Net framework used for writing .Net applications.
A prior knowledge of C, C++ is required to work with this language. C# was developed
by Anders Hejlsberg and is a good choice for developing web applications. C# is widely
used professional language and is gaining popularity because of it’s easy to learn, ability
to produce efficient program, object oriented, structured, platform independent and
component oriented features. Microsoft provides development tools like visual studio,
visual c# express and visual web developer for developing C# code and executing it.
Except visual studio the others are freely available on Microsoft website. Web
application in .net framework is written in ASP.Net (active server pages) which works on
top of the HTTP protocol and uses the HTTP commands and policies to set a browser-toserver two-way communication. This allows generating web content dynamically,
enabling personalization, security, and much more. C# is used to create ASP.NET
applications using Web Forms.

A typical C# program consists of the following parts:
Namespace declaration(collection of classes)
A class
Class methods
Class attributes
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Main method
Statements and expressions
Comments[4]
C # supports the following concepts:
 Inheritance
 Operator overloading
 Encapsulation
 Polymorphism
 Exception handling
C# programs run on the .NET Framework, on a virtual execution system called the
common language runtime (CLR). The CLR conforms to the common language
infrastructure (CLI), an international standard that is the basis for creating execution and
development environments in which languages and libraries work together. Source code
written in C# is compiled into an intermediate language (IL code) that conforms to the
CLI specification. The IL code and resources are stored on disk in an executable file
called an assembly with an extension of .exe or .dll. An assembly contains a manifest that
provides information about the assembly's types, version, culture, and security
requirements. When the C# program is executed, the assembly is loaded into the CLR,
which might take various actions based on the information in the manifest. Then, if the
security requirements are met, the CLR performs just in time (JIT) compilation to convert
the IL code to native machine instructions. The CLR also provides other services related
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to automatic garbage collection, exception handling, and resource management. [6] The
figure 4.1 below shows the stages of a C# code.

C# projectC# Code
C# compiler
IL Code (.exe or .dll)

CLR/JIT compiler

Machine
code
Figure 4.1. C# code execution stages
4.1 Comparison with Java
C# was developed by Microsoft and Java was developed by Oracle (formerly Sun). Java
and C# are similar in most features but are syntactically different.
The C# build process is simple compared to C and C++ and more flexible than in Java.
Unlike Java, file name could be different from the class name.There are no separate
header files, and no requirement that methods and types be declared in a particular order.
A C# source file may define any number of classes, structs, interfaces, and events.
Unlike, Java, C# supports pointers. [6]
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4.2 Tools - Microsoft Visual Studio and Sql Server
This project is developed using Microsoft visual studio professional 2012 which is a
integrated development environment for developing web applications, console and GUI
applications , windows forms in any of the .net languages such as C#, VB, F# etc. Visual
studio provides Intellisense feature in the code editor which makes your code more
productive by providing logical code elements that you can select from a drop-down
menu when you are coding and also reduce typological errors in your code. It also helps
in automactic generation of code for common tasks. It handles the front end
functionalities of the application. To handle the back end functionalities the database
used is Microsoft Sql server 2012 developer edition. Microsoft is the common provider
for both the tools which makes their communication faster and more reliable as they
conform to the standard rules and don’t need a third party driver to communicate.

4.3 Technologies – Ado.Net and Asp.Net
Ado.Net is already defined in the .net framework which makes the communication
happen between the application and the database. Ado.net is a collection of managed
libraries used by .net applications for data source communication with the help of drivers
and providers. To enable a connection between the application and the database a few
libraries need to be called which are defined under the following namespacesSystem.data;
System.data.sqlClient;
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The following sample code shows how to make connection and communicate with the
database after defining the library(calling the namespace).
SqlConnection con= new SqlConnection (connection string);
Con.Connection string(“provider = sqloledb, user ID = sa; password=123; database
=fob,[;datasource= <server>”])
Command cmd = new Command (“select*from fob”,con);
Asp.Net is a web application framework (collection of classes) developed by Microsoft to
build dynamic data driven web applications and web services. Asp.Net is a successor of
ASP (Active Service Pages). Other technologies similar to asp are php, Java, Perl, Ruby
on Rail etc.
4.4 Implementation details
FKM is a web application. A Web application is an application that can be accessed by
users using web browsers such as Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, Morzilla Firefox,
and Safari among many others. The reason behind implementing this project as a web
application is that web applications just need to be installed on a web server and can cater
to many users in contrary to having a desktop application that needs to be installed on
every computer. The client just needs a browser to access the FKM. It makes
maintainence, support and fixing patches easier. It can be accessed from anywhere
provided there is an internet connection. Web applications work on client server model.
On client side a web browser that understands HTML is needed. On server side the
application runs on Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS).
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When the client enters the URL for the web application in a browser, and submits the
request, the web server which hosts the web application, receives the request. The request
is then processed by the application. The application generates a HTML resultset and
hands it over to the IIS (web server). Finally, IIS sends the generated HTML to the client,
who made the initial request. The client browser will interpret the HTML and displays
the user interface. All this communication happens over the internet using HTTP
protocol. HTTP stands for Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. (A set of rules that govern how
two or more items communicate)
In FKM roles are defined for each user and based on the role they are redirected to data
upon login. All the users are routed to the same data but roles define who gets access to
what kind of data.
The figure 4.2 below shows the entity relationship diagram which shows the tables in the
database and their connection.
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Figure 4.2. Entity relationship diagram for FKM
RBAC is achieved through databases. The users table holds the registration information.
Upon registration every user is assigned to an applicant role.Every user has a unique user
ID and every role has a unique role ID in the database (a 16 digit alpha numeric number).
The user role table holds the user ID and its corresponding role ID. Based on user’s
responsibilities the role ID can be changed from applicant role to staff role of dept, dean
or facilities. The roles table holds the role ID and the role name. The purpose of this table
is to keep track of number of roles. It is easier to delete or modify the role ID from this
table by deleting one row than to modify or delete each and every user having the role ID.
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Stored procedures are programmed in the database to enable logins, approvals, check
status and insert roles and users.
Database Replication and Mirroring:
Replication involves copying and distributing data and database objects from one
database to another and also synchronizing between the databases to maintain
consistency. [15]
Replication helps in Load balancing - by distributing data to various servers and hence distributes the
load among the servers.
Offline manipulation – Data can be manipulated from the database on a machine
that is not always connected to the network.
Availability – Replication helps build a failover database server that takes over
when the principle server fails. [16]
Replication follows a magazine publication metaphor where a magazine publisher
produces one or more publications, a publication contains articles, a publisher uses a
distributer to distribute the magazine or distributes directly and subscribers receive
publications to which they have subscribed. Even though the magazine publication
metaphor helps in understanding sql server replication, it does not totally apply to the
actual functionality of replication in the context where in sql server a subscriber holds the
ability to make updates and a publisher sends out changes to the articles in a publication
which does not happen in magazine publication. A replication topology defines the
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relationship between servers and copies of data and determines how data flows between
servers. [17]
The following components and processes help in server replication  Publisher: A database instance that makes data available to other servers or
locations. A publisher can have one or more publications each defining a logically
related set of objects and data to replicate.
 Subscriber: A database instance that receives replicated data. Subscriber can
receive data from many publishers. Depending on type of replication a subscriber
can also send data changes back to the publisher or republish data to other
subscribers.
 Distributer: A database instance that acts as a store for replication related data
corresponding to one or more publishers. At the distributer each publisher is
associated with a single database known as the distribution database which stores
replication status data, publication data and also acts as a queue for moving data
from publisher to subscriber. A distributer can be local or remote. In a local
distributer is single database server instance acts as both publisher and distributer.
In a remote distributor the publisher and distributer are configured on separate
database server instances.
 Article: An article is a database object that is published. A publication can contain
different articles including tables, views, and stored procedures among other
database objects. Publishing tables as articles allows filtering and restricting the
columns and rows of data sent to subscribers.
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 Publication: A publication is a collection of one or more articles from one
database. The grouping of multiple articles into a publication makes it easier to
specify a logically related set of database objects and data that are replicated as a
unit.
 Subscription: A subscription is a request for a copy of a publication to be
delivered to a subscriber. The subscription defines what publication will be
received, where, and when.[17]
Among various replication techniques the kind suitable for this project is transactional
replication. In transactional replication, the replication agent monitors the publisher for
changes to the database and transmits those changes to the subscribers. And any changes
to the subscribers can be updated in the publisher. This transmission can take place
immediately or on a periodic basis. Transactional replication allows consistency in
changes between the servers in a replication topology. [16]
Database Mirroring is the only mechanism that provides a real-time, exact copy of the
protected database with the guarantee of zero data loss when the mirror is syncronised.
[18] Database mirroring can be used in conjunction with replication to improve
availability for the publication database. Database mirroring works at database level and
involves two copies of a single database that reside on different server instance usually a
separate physical server at a different location. Only one copy known as the principle
database is always available to clients. Updates made by the clients to the principal
database are applied to the other copy known as the mirror database.[17] Database
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mirroring maintains an exact copy of the database on the mirror server by redoing every
insert, delete, update operation that occurs in principal database. [18]
To configure database mirroring the following steps are involved –
1. Configure the Publisher. Enable the database for transactional publication. The
statement below is an example of executing a stored procedure at the principle
database.
exec sp_replicationdboption @dbname=’<publication database>’, @optname=
’publish’, @value=true
2. Configure the database mirroring.
3. Configure the mirror to use the same distributer as the principal. For example, if
you are configuring replication with stored procedures, execute
sp_adddistpublisher at the distributor and then execute sp_adddistributor at the
mirror. For sp_adddistpublisher, set the value of the @publisher parameter to the
network name of the mirror and set the value of @working_directory parameter to
snapshot folder used by the principal.
4. Configure replication agents for failover.
5. Add principle and mirror to the replication monitor. [17]
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Chapter 5
5. USER GUIDE
Applicant has to follow the following steps:
1. Open the web page on any browser (as shown in figures 5.1-5.8).

Figure 5.1.User Interface for Main page for all users
2. First time users need to register themselves by clicking on the register tab.

Figure 5.2. User Interface for Registration Page
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3. The users can choose their login user name and password at the time of
registration. If the user name already exists the user will be prompted to pick
another username. It is recommended to use the users email ID as username to
avoid ambiguity of username.
4. Login using the credentials entered during registration.

Figure 5.3. User Interface for login page for registered user
5. After validation the user is directed to the applicant home page where instructions
are given on how to apply.
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Figure 5.4. User Interface for home page for applicant user
6. Click on “APPLY” to submit a request for Fob Key.
7. The fields on the form are validated to ensure valid data is entered into the fields.

Figure 5.5. User Interface for Fob request form showing validations
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Figure 5.6. User Interface for form submission
8. Click on “check status” to check the status of the application from time to time.

Figure 5.7. User Interface for Fob status page

9. Logout.
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Figure 5.8. User Interface for logout page
10. The session is active for 20 minutes before the user gets disconnected to reduce
load on the server.
Note: An email notification will be sent to the user in case the request is rejected or when
it is approved by facilties.
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Department user has to follow the following steps (as shown in figures 5.9-5.16):
1. Open the web page on any browser and login using credentials.

Figure 5.9. User Interface for login page for department
2. User will be directed to the department home page where he/she is able to see the
new requests.

Figure 5.10. User Interface for home page for department user
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3. Click select to see the keys requested by a requestor. The list shows all the keys
requested by the requestor along with the date.

Figure 5.11. User Interface for application showing all keys requested by a user
4. Click select again to go to the digital signature verification page.

Figure 5.12. User Interface for signature verification page with instructions
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5. Click verify applicant signature to verify the signature of the applicant. This is a
security step to ensure that the applicant and nobody else made the request.
6. A pop up shows the signature verification status. If pop up says signature invalid
then do not approve. If pop up says signature verified then click forward to dean
or reject based on eligibility of student.
Note: This application only automates the paperwork process. The applicant ‘s
eligibility such as valid Sacramento state identity number should be checked
against eligibility factors such as enrollment for the semester or required class,
status of applicant etc.

Figure 5.13. User Interface for pop up box notifying the verification status
7. If applicant is not eligible click reject. On clicking reject a comment box pops up
where the reason for rejection needs to be entered. On clicking submit an email is
sent to the applicant notifying him/her about the rejection along with the reason.
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This status will also be reflected in the check status option of the applicant
webpage.

Figure 5.14. User Interface for application Decision page

Figure 5.15. User Interface for pop up box to type reject reason
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8. If the applicant is eligible then click forward to dean.

Figure 5.16. User Interface for application approval

9. Click home and repeat the process for other available requests.
10. Logout.
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Dean user has to follow the following steps(as shown in figures 5.17-5.23):
1. Open the web page on any browser and login using credentials.

Figure 5.17. User Interface for dean login page

2. User will be directed to the Dean home page where he/she is able to see the new
requests.
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Figure 5.18. User Interface for dean home page
3. Click select to see all the keys requested by requestor and approved by the
department. The list also shows keys requested previously along with the date.
4. Click select to go to the digital signature verification page.

Figure 5.19. User Interface for application showing all keys requested by a user
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5. Click verify department signature to verify the signature of the department. This
is a security step to ensure that the department and nobody else approved the
requestor’s request.

Figure 5.20. User Interface for signature verification page with instructions
6. A pop up shows the signature verification status. If pop up says signature invalid
then do not approve. If pop up says signature verified then forward to dean or
reject based on eligibility of student.
Note: This application only automates the paperwork process. The applicant ‘s
eligibility such as valid Sacramento state identity number should be checked
against eligibility factors such as enrollement for the semester or required class,
status of applicant etc.
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Figure 5.21. User Interface for pop up box notifying the verification status
7. If applicant is not eligible click reject. On clicking reject a comment box pops up
where the reason for rejection needs to be entered. On clicking submit an email is
sent to the applicant notifying him/her about the rejection along with the reason.
This status will also be reflected in the check status option of the applicant
webpage.
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Figure 5.22. User Interface for application decision page
8. If the applicant is eligible then click forward to faclilities.

Figure 5.23. User Interface for application approved
9. Click home and repeat the process for other available requests.
10. Logout.
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Facilities user has to follow the following steps (as shown in figures 5.24-5.30):
1. Open the web page on any browser and login using credentials.

Figure 5.24 User Interface for facilities login page
2. User will be directed to the Facilities home page where he/she is able to see the
new requests.

Figure 5.25 User Interface for facilities home page
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3. Click select to see all the keys requested by requestor and approved by the dean.
The list shows all keys requested by the user along with the date.

Figure 5.26 User Interface for application showing all keys requested by a user

4. Click select again to go to the digital signature verification page.
5. Click verify Dean’s signature to verify the signature of the dean. This is a security
step to ensure that the dean and nobody else made the approval.
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Figure 5.27. User Interface for pop up box notifying the verification status
6. A pop up shows the signature verification status. If pop up says signature invalid
then do not approve. If pop up says signature verified then approve or reject based
on eligibility of student.
Note: This application only automates the paperwork process. The applicant ‘s
eligibility such as valid Sacramento state identity number should be checked
against eligibility factors such as enrollement for the semester or required class,
status of applicant etc.
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Figure 5.28. User Interface for pop up box notifying the verification status

7. If applicant is not eligible click reject. On clicking reject a comment box pops up
where the reason for rejection needs to be entered. On clicking submit an email is
sent to the applicant notifying him/her about the rejection along with the reason.
This status will also be reflected in the check status option of the applicant
webpage.
8. If the applicant is eligible then click Approve.
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Figure 5.29 User Interface for application approved

9. Click home and repeat the process for other available requests.
10. Role Management: This is an additional responsibility for the facilities admin.
He/she can add staff to a role and create roles for different departments. Every
time a new staff joins in a particular department the facilities admin assigns the
new staff’s username (chosen by user at registration) to either a department role
or a dean role or facilities role.
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Figure 5.30. User Interface for assigning role to a user

11. Logout.
Database Admin/Programmers guide:
To drop a role, go to the sql server database type the following command in new query
and execute it.
Use [FOBNEW]
DROP ROLE <rolename>
GO
Alternatively, you could right click on dbo.Roles and select edit top 200 rows. Select the
roles to be deleted, right click on it and select delete.
Presently, the application is directed to the localdatabase. When the database is moved to
university server database the connection string needs to be changed to enable connection
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between application and database. This can be changed in the web configuration file
under configuration string replace the dot with the the ip address of the server database.
To change email ID and password of the admin email from which email alerts about
application status are sent to applicants go to web configuration file and change it under
<configuration> <appsettings>.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
FKM allows the users to attain the Fob Key approval. This system only replaces the
paper work process that goes into getting a Fob Key. The user still needs to go to
facilities department to pick up the programmed Fob Key, get a picture taken and show
Sacramento State ID card for proof. FKM not only makes applicants work easier but also
makes the staff’s job easier with quick and easy steps to process a bunch of requests, no
paperwork overhead or having to manually verify signatures. The verification is taken
care of through digital signatures.

Future Work
Currently, FKM is designed to be used by the engineering (ECS) department. This
project can be extended to be used by the other departments of the university. This can be
done by adding new department roles and directing the roles to access the respective
department applications. Apart from that, more features that can be extended into the
project are certificates, auditing, separation of duties and delegation.
FKM can be made flexible by binding the public key of the users to certificates.
Certificates provide a recognized proof of an owner’s identity. Certificates are issued by a
trusted third party called certificate authorities. Certificate is a proof that a public key
really belongs to the person who he/she claims to be. A certificate contains the certificate
authorities’ identity, owner’s identity, owner’s public key, certificate expiry date etc.
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Verifying the certificate is an additional step performed prior to using the public key
included in the certificate. Recipient can verify the validity period of the certificate,
verify the certificate is signed by trusted certification authority and certificate integrity.
[1] Certificates cost hundreds of dollars per year. To avoid the cost the certificates can be
self signed for free but this is not recommended as anybody can create self signed
signature and bind public key to any identity unlike trusted certificate authority which
verifies the identity of owner before binding the identity with the public key.
Auditing can be done on the database to keep a check on the approvals and activities of
the staff to ensure that the eligible applicants are getting permission for the Fob Key. An
admin should be able to regularly check the logs for any suspicious activities. Sql server
allows database auditing through some audit specification using transact sql syntax and
triggers.
Seperation of duties is another feature that can be a possible future extention to this
project. Seperation of duties restricts the level of power or influence held by a user. It
ensures that a user does not have conflicting responsibilities. In this case an applicant
should not also be a staff approving the requests. This means that the approver should not
be able to approve his/her own requests. Presently, the way this is handled by FKM is a
staff can either be an applicant or staff but not both. Seperation of duties can be handled
using access control lists and security audits.
Delegation is the act of assigning one’s responsibilities to another temporarily. One user
can perform another user’s task on his/her behalf with owner’s permission. This can be
done by either sharing passwords or by giving owner the privilige to add a user with his
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access rights and revoke it when purpose is solved. As for now the way this is handled is
that the admin at facilities gets requests from a staff that a temporary access to his
privileges is needed by another staff who will be temporarily carrying out tasks for
him/her and when the original staff is back the temporary staff’s access is revoked by the
admin.
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